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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Treasurer steps
down from post
Cites an 'unproductive' year
By CHAD GALLAGHER
~news editor

SCOTT PAINTER/Staff photographer
· sa Wharton Anderson, a divorced mother of two and senior english major sits with her daughter
rine, 6, to listen to the Women and Welfare panel While she is on food stamps tempordrily, she breaks
reotype ofhow most people assume women on welfare act.

nel: Give welfare another look
embers dispel myths about government program
urent Gosselin, professor of
'ly and consumer sciences,
an audience of approximately
people Wednesday that
·ca's perspective on welfare
to be re-analyzed.
"'The economic security we all
t for ourselves is not out there
,oundance;' he said ''When we
about refonn, we're not really
'ng about making (welfare)
ltcr ·~· we 're talking about
· gtid-ofit"
IGosselin was a patJelist for, the
omen and Welfare Reform"
cussion held Wednesday
moon in the Charleston\Matn Room of the Martin Luther
g Jr. University Union.
He was joined by Lynne Cuny,
ctor of history, Lola Muri
ite, public service adminir for the Illinois Departme11.t
Public Aid in Charleston, and
~d Cole, a representative from
Department of Children and
· y Services in Charleston.

• Speakers to reflect on
womenin the media.
STORYpage3
''These panelists will talk about
their areas and expertise in
questions of welfare reform," said
Lauren Smith, program committee
co-chairwoman for Women's
History and Awareness Month, as
she opened the discussion. ''This is
a big issue and you are all voters.
You 11eed to know what you're
votiqg-about."
F.ach panelist discussed an area
of expertise including the history
of social welfare in the United
States, public aid and programs
offered in Coles County, government involvement in issues of
child welfare and legitimate
concerns of single women families
and child development
Curry, whose specialty is in
women and the history of health
reform, addressed the evolution of
government-sponsored programs.

"One of the main purposes for
these programs is to keep those
that subsist below the poverty level
healthy;• Curry said
Also touching on the issue of
impoverished women, Curry said
economic needs of poor women
are not addressed as often as the
needs of men.
"Whether we have learned our
own history remains to be seen,"
she said.
Localizing the impact of
poverty, White said a census done
in February found that 5,085
people in Coles County took part
in one or more government
sponsored programs. More
specifically, she said 1,014
households in the area take part in
the food stamp program.
"Mostly when we talk about
welfare, we are thinking about Aid
to Families with Dependent
Children," White said. "Local
offices are going to be much more
active (in the future). We're trying
to fix the problem and still meet
See WELFARE page 2

director of public information.
Both Eastern and Western Illinois Universities
released the names of scholarship recipients to the
Champaign News Gazette after the paper filed a
Freedom of Information Act request.
The newspaper's analysis of the records found that
about one in five of the scholarships went to relatives
of political supporters or students who lived outside
lawmakers' home districts.
.
Eastern's Assistant Director of Administrative
Services Harriet Rose granted the request based on
advice from the Board of Governor's attorney.

See OPINION page 2

campaigns.
Jones, has accepted the
accounting manager position at
Virginia State University at
Petersburg.
"'This is a step up, and it gives
me an opportunity to start fresh,"
Jones said.
An informal reception will be
held from 3-4:30 p.m. today at the
Brainard House to say goodbye to
Jones.
"Dennis Jones has been a truly
impact person on this campus in a
variety of areas, most specifically
in minority affairs," said Bobbje
Hilke, Foundation Exe~u~ive
Officer. "When you think of
minority programming you think
of Dennis Jones."
"He has done an exemplary job
with little compensation, and will
be sorely missed. He is, without
question, one of the most userfriendly sources anyone can go to
on this campus;• Hilke added.

Employee reprimanded
for neglecting fund
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

aiver information an invasion of privacy
After releasing names of legislative tuition waiver
· ients, Eastern will now abide by attorney Fred
'nrich's opinion.
Heinrich found the release of names to be an
asion of privacy under the Illinois Freedom of
ormation Act.
"He cites several exemptions under the Illinois
dom of Information Act for denying releasing
e · names, addresses and other personally
ntify ing information of students who receive
gislative scholarships," said Shelly Flock, Eastern

A treasurer for Eastem's multimillion dollar fund-raising arm is
quitting Friday to accept another
position in Vuginia
Dennis Jones, Foundation
assistant treasurer and administration assistant, said he was
upset to leave his friends behind,
but quit because of changes in the
development of fund raising he
deemed ''unproductive."
"For the last year nothing has
happened as far as furthering the
development efforts of (long-term
fund raising)," Jones said. ''It is my
opinion that (President David
Jorns) has turned the development
- efforts from Iong~term to shortterm and wants short-term needs
addressed at the expense of longterm."
The develapment changes made
in February 1995 included the
Foundation accounting sector
reporting to the vice president of
Business Affairs rather than the
executive officer of the Foundation,
Jones said.
Foundation accounting then
became a "low priority" in
Business Affairs because of the
depth of the office, Jones said, as
oppo8ed to being a high priority
when reported to the Foundation
executive officer.
"I began looking for a job about
two hours after I was told of the
restru.c turing in the development
area." he said.
Jorns, who refrained from
addressing development in conjunction with Jones' resignation,
said "Dennis (Jones) has served
Eastern well, and I know I speak

for everyone
when I wish
him well at his
new position:•
Stephen
Falk, former
vice president
for Institutional
.__ _ .....___ ___, Advancement
Dennis Jones and Foundation
execuf:ive officer,
also stated disagre~ment with
Joms' restructuring of fund raising
and development as a reason for
leaving Eastern to take a job with a
p h ilanthropic organization in
Michigan.
Falk, who resigned in May 1995,
said he disagreed with Jorns'
eff-Or-ts to facu.s on annual food
raising rather than loag-t,eo1i

An employee has been rep-

rimanded for not placing money in
a voluntary retirement fund used by
Eastern faculty members.
Several faculty members did not
get money deposited into a
retirement fund run by TIAA Crest,
a private company that handles
retirement money, English
professor David Radavich said.
Radavich said money that was
supposed to be taken out of his
January and February paychecks
and placed into his retirement fund
was not there on Wednesday.
Money is supposed to be taken

out of a faculty member's paycheck
and sent from the state comptroller's office to TIAA Crest.
Interest is accumulated every day
the money is in the TIAA Crest
account
"We did just find out that they
reprimanded somebody on the
retirement program because it was
not done on a timely basis,'' said
Paul Michaud, Eastem's director of
human resources. "When they
checked into the particular case, I
guess they found out they didn't
credit (Radavich) on a timely
. "
basIS.
Michaud said he did not know

See RETIREMENT page 2
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Activists applaud Al DS plan
WASHINGTON (AP) Activists are applauding a report
by top scientists that calls for
shaking up the federal AIDS
research program. But they're
also asking, "What took so
long?"
The report, to be issued publicly on Thursday, calls for major
changes in the way the National
Institutes of Health has conducted research, drug trials and vaccine development for the $1.4
billion federal AIDS program.
"We are veiy excited about the
report," said Wayne Turner of the
Washington chapter of ACT-UP;
a national AIDS activist organization. ''"We have been pushing
for a Manhattan Project
approach for AIDS and this may
be it
"We just wonder what took so

long,'' he said.
Mark Harrington, policy
director for the Treatment Action
Group, a New York AIDS activist group, said of the report:
"For the first time, the nation's
leading scientists have provided
NIH with a clear road-map for
the next five years of the AIDS
epidemic."
He said that if Dr. Harold
Vanous, the NIH director, supports and implements suggestions in the study, ''the American
people can be sure that, for the
veiy first time, every dollar spent
on AIDS research is being spent
on critical research of the very
highest quality."
The report is based on more
than a year of fact-gathering by a
select group of about 100 scientists.

Eyes turn to Powell for VP slo
WASHINGTON (AP) - A day after Bob Dole
emerged as the inevitable Republican presidential nominee, attention swung to Colin Powell, who might or
might not run with him. The Powell mystique was back
in full force.
Even Dole was caught up in speculation about
whether the former general could be induced to join the
ticket
Powell is ''the most popular person in the country,
period,'' said historian Stephen Ambrose, who chronicled Dwight D. Eisenhower's ascension under comparable circumstances 44 years ago. ·
But Powell's hold on the American imagination is
greater than Ike's was, said Ambrose, a Powell-forpresideot booster until the general ruled out running
last November.
Republican pollster Linda DiVall said Powell's decision to foreclose a presidential bid in 1996 was carried
off with such grace that it only enhanced his appeal.
Americans were enchanted by both Powell and his
wife, she said: "The departure left them yearning." In
recent months, Powell's allure seeQtS to have increased.
His autobiography was a runaway best-seller. He
attracted big, enthusiastic crowds on his book tour.

But he's kept a relatively low profile, staying
from the TV talk shows. With scores of invi ·
chose from, he agreed to two commencement
- at Northern Vrrginia Community College and
State, a predominantly black univemty in Mary
Still, he commands public devotion. A pollster
a group of voters in Isclin. NJ., to engage in a g
word association regarding some political ti
About Powell, the words were all gushy: "w~,"' ·
ligent," ''trustworthy." Polls in recent days su
Powell, who is black, would help Dole, partly by
ing black votes from the Democratic Party's
one, Dole lost when matched against Clinton
Dole-Powell ticket beat Clinton-Gore.
About all this, Powell said nothing Wednes<laJj
Ken Duberstein, Ronald Reagan's former chief of
and a Powell adviser, said the general had not
"He said it in November,'' Duberstein said.
meant it" Still, some old political hands said
Dole presses, Powell could resist only so long.
"The point will come when he can't say no
he is a man who responds to duty," said Mi
Edwards, a fonner GOP congressman from 0
who teaches at Harvard

OPINIONfrompageone - - - - - - Eastern 'fas llQder the ~Pt}l.o9ty pf ~ BOO at the
tilliit ~me t~est.
In Heinrich's opinion, the release of names is
addressed in the Illinois Freedom of Information
Act as "information that, if disclosed, would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy, unless the disclosure is consented to in
writing by the individual subjects of the infonnation."
The FOIA provides examples of information
that, if released, would violate personal privacy.
Such examples are files and personal information
relating to clients, students and patients receiving
social, educational, medical or financial care,
among other things.
James Tidwell, a media law professor at Eastern,
disagrees with Heinrich's opinion.
"That is ridiculous,'' Tidwell said. "I think it's
completely wron~;'.'.
... . . ..
.
The announ~h\~ilf ot sc\\OW-Sbip·\vinners:. &tu:
di'* mf~.fh~ :dean11i tistdind-trenC>r' ro~Hiappens
every day and should not be considered ail invasion
of personal privacy, he said.

~If that's the.case w~·n. ha'Ve'. to cuncel alt award
ceremonies we have the entire year," he said.
"I don't think who wins a scholarship is an educational record," Tidwell said. "Financial records,
tax returns, transcripts and grades earned are clearly educational information.
"I think courts will uphold my interpretation,"
Tidwell said in reference to a lawsuit filed by the
Tribune against the University of Illinois.
The Tribune filed a Freedom of Information Act
request to the university to receive waiver recipients' names.
Rose said Heinrich's opinion is appropriate. "I
agree with the second opinion because the documents violate the student's privacy when released,"
Rose said.
"Media people usually think it should be public.
The people who administer Freedom of Information requests generally think it. should be denied
ori the'ba's is of priVacy," Rose said.
.
Rose said it will be determined iri court wtitclr
opinion is' correct. "I'm going to watch. the!court
case closely."

Chicago

how tnany.Eastem faculty· were
hit by the delay or whether it
involved other universities.
However, he said he didn't
think the employee would be
reprimanded if just one case
was involved.
Radavich thinks it's probably
several faculty members were
affected.
"All of the faculty at Eastern
are sent in at the same time by
the state comptrollers office, so
it seems like no faculty has
received their money," Radavich said.
Michaud said the money has
been deposited into Radavich's
account along·. with interest
'giWlctd pn i'.t, bot ~ di<f!l't'JchO"
when it was done.
Representative from TIAA

Crest said Radavich and ot
faculty memberi·maybaYJ
prematurely expecting t
money to be deposited. Spo
man Tom Pinto said his co
ny tries to deposit money
soon as possible when th
receive it, although he did
know how long that take&
average.
Michaud said money must
credited within 90 days after
paycheck is issued.
"I think it may be a ca
where he was checking his l
of accumulations a little t
prematurely," Pinto sai
"These are employee contri
tions, and again his c0ncem
~Ct!f'tf ~a&"hetdMR ''7.~

application of the regular c
tribution."

WELFAREfrompageone ---------~
the needs."
One of the major problems with government programs is the difficulty with helping people let go and become self sufficient, White said.
''We encourage people to go to work and
work themselves out of poverty," she said.
Another aspect of welfare is that of children, Cole said He touched on such areas
as child protection, family preservation and
cures for the problem of abuse and neglect.
"Chlld welfare is part of the whole picture," he said.
He also discussed the consolidation of
certain government programs. He said
upper-level managers, budgeting services
and information systems would be the most

affected by the consolidation.
"There could be some administrative
savings, but they're not talking about massive lay-offs,'' he said.
White said she would not disagree with
any change that would make the delivery of
services more effective, which includes
consolidations when necessary.
"Poverty is an economic reality ·that we
face," Gosselin said.
He talked about the impact of decreasing
job opportunities as a factor of poverty.
Everyday, four workers are competing
for each entry-level position that is available, Gosselin said. In terms of higher
salary career opportunities, he said 222
people are in line for each available posi-

tion. He also related these facts to the idea
of "deadbeat dads," who fail to contribute
to their children's lives.
"Fathers are worse off than the mothers
of these children," he said. "Many, of
course not all, have lost their earning
power. The reason why they're stuck is
because they don't have a way of getting
out of it"
The fastest growing group in poverty is
children, Gosselin said. As a part of human
development, singlo women have children
for essentially the same reason married
women choose to have children, he said.
"How can we not recognize, for all political and economic ramifications, that lowi nco me women are normal people?-

The Dally Eastern News

Gosselin asked.
Gosselin and Curry agreed that
should move toward a national con
Gosselin said the government needl
establish good national policy for the '
needs of real people."
Cole warned the young voters in
audience, "Beware of simplistic ans
you hear from politicians and presi
campaigns."
.
Cole di~ with Gosselin and
when he said., "We need to' re~
power and responsibility to local
It's worth our attention and effort."
"I think we have lots of thin~
improve,'' White said. "We're at a c
roads."

The Men of
Si.g ma Chi
would like to thank
At Panthers
9 pm -2 am
Wildest
Ladies in
Charleston
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cket drops helping
ked out workers
d-out workers at Trailhave received $4,000 in
'ons from a recent bucket
well as an overwhelming
nt of food from the
n community.
Collins, president of the
Paper Workers International
I 7591, said Wednesday's
drop was the most successsince the lock-out began

l.
collected about $4,000 in
y from the UAW (United
Workers) workers at the
illar plant in Decatur on
y," Collins said.
ut l,200 Trailmobile workbeen locked out since Jan.
bile and union officials
been negotiating for a new,
.c JUD 'iin'd 'overtiihe' ix;ne~
• ::> lllibMI bU;2 ti:'.n .l
._llllnr1rq>laeement 1wotlrers
Jt'Orlcing at the plant Feb. 19.
·
· e workers stand by the
fl wrious businesses includrpillar and ask for donafrom the workers who drive

money collected will be put
workers' assistance fund.

Most of it will go toward the
food pantry for the workers and
their families.
"We really appreciate the
response from the unions and the
community," Collins said.
Larry Agan, media coordinator
for the union, described the communities response to the locked-out
workers as "phenomenal."
''We just received another shipment of food yesterday and it was
purchased through donations and
the money the union had, which
was donated from a lot of different
places;• Agan said
Agan said he was also pleased
with the result of Tuesday's bucket
drop.
"This is only the beginning,"
Agan said. "We are just getting
started. We already have another
bucket drop planned on Friday at
the Wabash Fibe~ plant in Terre
Raute;{fu<t):;: ~ • •
~A.-gatt:iwllsnimpreued1 fby.11ie

amount of support the "C<11nttlunity
has given the Trailmobile workers
and hopes the support continues.
'"The more support we have, the
better off we are financially and
psychologically," Agan said. "From
time to time you forget people care,
but when you need them, they are
always there."

nel to·discuss women
on Btercotypes·of· women in·
·sing and demonstrate how
n are often exploited sexuto sell products.
presentation, "Images of
n in the Media," will be at
.m. tonight in the Booth
tuditorium.
san Kaufman and Evelyn
ick, members of the jourism dtpartment and the
men's Studies Council, will

show a video on the exploitation
of women and then lead aa open
discussion.
''We need to. examine advertising and urtders~d how w.omen
1
~rbeifig Used to-tefl 'P~~~"
1
said Kaufman, ·an· 'aS'soc1ate prt>fess<,>r o~ journalism. "We need
positive images of women in the
media."
Goodrick, a professor in joW"
nalism, said: "I see the film as
making us more consciou·s of ads
deliberately created to work on
our emotions. Advertising looks
at our human motivators which
are such thing s as sex and
romance."

SCOTTPAINTER/Staff photographer

Sink it
Tim Lyons, a senior accounting major, lines up a shot in Wednesday's nine ball tournament. Lyons recentfy
competed for Eastern in the ACU/ pool tournament held at the University of Illinois in Feburary.

Ba.d budgeting kills Peacefest funds·i;
By JESSICA BAKER

Staff writer
Poor budgeting forced the Student Senate
Wednesday to table a resoluti9n that would have
given money to a program to promote causes such
as recycling and voter registration.
Matt Herman, vice president for financial affairs,
said the money was not available because the senate had underestimated the amount of money it
would use for tuition wavers for the six executive
poi;itions.
The money for the mistake came out of $1,800
worth of convention funds, which was where the
tabled resolution was supposed to be funded.
the tabled resolution would have funded
Peacefest, an ~al end~.Df-the-vear festival that
• •

u;;, ~.: ri.>t

wgmg~~lic.tt~~ -J.llliJll'l".J~~

v:.i1; lf1q l o .-1«&() "lrfrrro

:1':! li1',V JI flit'.'. "lil:05J

""tile senate is a ocatea so much money at the
beginning of the fiscal year and, because of poor
planning, there isn't enough money to give to help
fund programs such as Peacefest this semester,"
Herman said.
Last year, the senate budgeted about $1,800 for a
Student Government converttion. They didn't
attend it this year because of scheduling problems.
About $800 of that extra money would have been
reallocated to fund Peacefest.
Herman said after examining the Student
Government budget more carefully after the meet-

ing that it did not account' Jo~ all si~ of'!the ~xC::utive members to accept the tuitiQI). wavers and they
did not take into account a tuition increase.
The student body president, vice president for
student affairs. vice president for public affairs,
vice president for academic affairs, vice president
for financial affairs and the senate speaker receive
tuition waivers.
Student Government allocated $9,005 for tuition
waivers, but that was only for five executives and
didn't account for a tuition hike. Hennan said he
was unsure how much the senate spent for tuition
waivers in the end this year.
Peacefest is a program the senate should want to
fund because of the issues that will be brought up
during the program, said Erin Weed, the senate
member who authon-A the resolutinn. ·
·t.' jio.?'l~l~ I;:' .lifrf?.!~\1{'")~ ~d11f"l1'ff''i".lf1Hfln~ . ':'rff'

,·(1 -(~q~ p~1irJb1i~x~~ ~8Y::i'9iP.J1.11r,~~

people and a lot of senate members support it,"
Weed said. "(Peacefest) is going to go on no matter
what, and I'm determined to get it off of the
ground. HI can't get the money from the senate
I'm going to plan to go into the AB's reserve
account."
Herman said it is possible for the Student
Government to request additional allocations from
the Apportionment Board. But because the AB
must maintain a minimum amount in its reserve
accoun~ the request will probably have to be
denied, Herman said.

..,png.rqtul£J.tio.ns-·t.o :ih.e:-ntorrit?n ~
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Bathroom changesleave the seat up
on student needs
Most students have spent some of their 1O~
minute, between-class breakt ~g the halls in
search of bathrooms without·referral signs on their
doors.
"Use bathroom in north end of building," or
something similar, is what some of them read.
By the time students have searched and searched
for their needed resort, it is 10 minutes into class
and the next hour is spent
slowly acquiring a urinary
tract infection.
The recent renovations
of several restrooms in
campus buildings are an inconvenience to many
students. The ultimate goal of the renovation, to
meet requirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Project, is ~Y~WJ·
But couldn't it be 8'i&tM~t.e,go~~~

Editori al

Wave of terrorism in Israel will kill pea
The recent wave of terrorism
and assaults on defenseless civilians in Israel is counter productive
to the cause of the Palestinians.
Violence begets violence. The
arsenal of the Israeli army, if
brought to bear on HAMAS and
it's surrogates, will damage the
prospect for peace. It will ultimately exarcebate the problem in
the Middle East.
What should we do? The timely conference called for by

lodge, let alone destroy the
of Israel. When will they I
In all the wars fought frolll
"Blame must be Sinai to the Golan, Arab
apportioned to and kingdoms have lost
to Israel, territory that co
L__----""--~-all parties in
Palestine.
MOLATOYE OLATOYE
tile Middle East Now is the time for all
BAIYEWU
,11r1
•
,,
of goodwill around the w
con, .,.,..gratzon. rally round a just and fair so
Guest columnist
to this conflict.
The Oslo agreement is
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..... in the right direction. H

President Clinton, Premier Peres and Yassar Arafat hopefully will stop this circle of violence. Round table talks
however are no panacea to the real problem of Israelis and
Palestinians.
The Likud government of the late '70s and early '80s
saw fit to fund HAMAS in the social and civic life of the
occupied territories, thereby undermining the Palestinian
Liberation Organization. Now this event has come full circle. The Labor government of Yitzah Rabin and Peres taking the opposite route, negotiates with the PLO, HAMAS
refuses to lay down its arms. What a paradox?
Blame must be apportioned to all parties in the Middle
East conflagration. The Balfour declaration that established
the state of Israel did little to address the self determination
of the Palestinian people. Is the glass half full or half
empty? This is the condition of the inhabitants of biblical
civilization. Cousins who should discuss their problems
within the family take ~fuge in Damaseus. l)eran, _Tripoli
and other foreign capitals that promote hate. Everi the Sciip;
tures of these people abhor the promotion of hate and war.
A sorry situation for the children of Abraham, the supposed
chosen people.
The lone voice in the wilderness, Sir Zafrullah Khan,
Pakistan's post independence Foreign minister and U.N.
representative, produced an instrument addressing the self
determination of the Palestinian people, albeit, nation.
What happened? The misguided leaders of Arab kingdoms
rejected this line of action. The recognition of the state of
Israel some say is an affront to Arab nationalism. Some of
them still do today. Too bad, they are yet to learn from history. Since 1948, all Arab states have not been able to dis-

and its godfathers in Iran, Syria and Libya should be i
ed in commerce, diplomacy and what have you. M
that is promised to the young by these clerics, mull
dictators is not in the pages of the Islamic Holy Book.
a disservice to the Arab nation and people.
Complete statehood for Palestine is a direction that
be followed. The umbilical cord between Israel
Palestine must be severed now for the promotion of
and stability in the region. If this conference in S
Sheikh does not address this herculean task, we may y
more suicide bombings in Israel proper and prob
Western countries. We cannot turn a deaf ear to the
tions of those who do not want to be part. of Israel.
today are beginning to question the validity of occu
The occupied will always resent the occupier.
The double talk of Arafat and his advisers shoulcl
those involved reason for caution. Arafat and the
Nation.al A\Jthority must earn the trust, confid
tesJleCt ottbose who value an amicable settlement
conflict. The Palestine Liberation Organizatioi.'s
Covenant, which calls for the destruction of Israel,
repealed now. Efforts should be made to persuade the
Council in this respect. Palestinians like Waldi Khalicl
Edward Saidi, among others, must be brought to the
to convince the masses of the Palestinian people that
lence for the promotion of their cause is no Ion
option. Shalom/Salaam, as both people profess, must
guide this turbulent period in the peace process.
-MolaJoy'e Olatoye Baiyewu is a political sciena g
student and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastem

room?
Current renovations in Booth Library, McAfee
Gymnasium, Klehm Hall, _Life Sciences Building
and the Clinical Services Building are expected to
be completed within a few weeks, said Steve
Shrake, coordinator of the project.
Most changes to Coleman Hall restrooms are
either completed or near completion, he added.
And more work is scheduled to begin in April or
May.
''It's either going to take one yt:ar to complete the
project or four years if we limit it to summer,"
·shrake said about the length of construction.
, , ~*~rs sh~;mld l>e concerned with getting the
: ~~.a,qn~.as,· ~~!l ~ .pQ:Ssib!e~ but they should
also look out more for students' needs and not
make it so inconvenient for them to answer nature's

calls.
''I'm glad for the remodeling, but an alternative
is needed for all of the closed restrooms," one students said about the hassle.
Since construction must be completed by an
October deadline, alternatives to bathrooms which
are under construction need to be clear.
Faculty restrooms should be marked as available
to students.
Oosed student restrooms should have notes on
the doors that clearly direct students to the nearest
restroom.
.
And at least one operating restroom should be
available in each building.
Students have more important things to do such as going to the bathroom - than spending time
searching for a rest stop.

''today's quote
A plague of sighing and grief! It
blows a man up like a bladder.
-Willaim Shakespeare

Planned Parenthood
supporters attempting
to brainwash county
Dear editor:
A person really .has to admire the
dedication and efforts of all the peop le attempting to bring a Planned
Parenthood clinic in Coles County.
However, much like the current
Presidential primary campaigning, the
Planned Parenthood supporters are
not only distorting the facts of their
won campaign, but the are trying to
brainwash this entire county into
thinking one thing about their organizations while the total opposite is
true. In fact, the irony of their whole
situation makes me hysterically! In
the Feb. 19 edition of The Daily
Eastern News, a Pro-Planned
Parenthood editorial read, "We all
(including Planned Parenthood supporters) want every child to be healthy
an(:t cared for." COME ON NOW!
Most educated people fu~ly kn~w tha~

your turn

ING PLANNED PARENT
COULDN'T CARE LESS A
THE LIVES OF CHILD
ESPECIALLY THE UN
CHILDREN!

Planned Parenthood is without question a pro-abortion organizations; how
can a pro-abortion group care about
children when they support the murder of them through he process of Letter policy
abortion?
I sincerely wish all the Planned
The Daily Eastern News e
Parenthood supporters out there (and
those considering supporting them) ages letters to the editor con
remember one thing. You can fervent- local, state, national or intern
ly insist that a clearly brown horse is issues.
Letters should be less than
actually pink as strongly as you want,
but it will never become true. don't lie words. For the letter to be pri
to the citizens of Eastern with you lies the name of the author, the au
about caring for children, making address, telephone numbe, yeu
those lies appeal tot he checkbooks of majorr must be included. If
Coles County residents. Although you sary, letters will be edited ace
tttay not be bringing a clinic to to length and space at the disc
Charleston that provides abortion ser- of the editorial page editor or
vices, I'm sure you would be more in chief.
Anonymous letters will n
than happy to refer a client in crisis·to
printed.
one of your clinics elsewhere that
does provide abortion services. To tell
If a letter has more than
you the ttuth ANYONE SUPPORT- authors, only the names of the
. '
• - three will be printed.
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Sam McKee/Staff photograph~r
Police o11ker John Bennett hokb Im partner; Rex - Charleston's crime fighting canine. As a police
dog, he's tracked down burglars and uncovered drogs and paraphernalia for the past 14 months.

e

eal Mc
•

0

fficer John Bennett has
a partner that came all
the way from Europe to
work for the Charleston
Police Department.
He's only four years old and
already he can complete a difficult obstacle course, jump over
four-foot high fences, walk on
balance beams, run hurdles, venture through sleek tunnels and
climb ladders with the help of a
·partner.
•

~fr~m_,Hol;nd, ~x .~ .a ~ial

b~'of Dutch and Belg~ Jflali-

nois' and German shepherd
designed for police and military
use.
The unique dog has a
reddish-brown coat with
spots of white and black.
His ears lie back when
resting, but pop up like
a wolf when he hears a
peculiar noise.
"(He's) very
smart and strong and he
has a high work drive," Bennett said.
Breeders sell him for about
$2,400 including shipping, but the
total cost of installing a canine
unit is much greater.
But the funds didn't come from
the public trough. "Everything
was paid for through donations by
citizens and businesses," Bennett
said.
Donations totaled about
$30,000, and covered the costs of
the dog, a ilew patrol car, training
equipment, time and other costs.
Kai-Kan in Mattoon provides
the dog food for free.
Bennett and Rex went through
14 weeks of training at the
Springfield Canine Training
. . Center.

BY SAM MCKEE

They worked long hours, prac-.
ticing building searches in the
projects and other on-the-spot
drills. Bennett helped train Rex to
identify narcotics for a reward. A
pseudo-narcotic was placed on
Rex's toy that smelled like actual
drugs. So he learned to search for
the peculiar smells.
"You train them to scent on the
odor," Bennett said. "They think
their toy smells like the narcotic.
That's their money - their ball or
tfi~ .towel."
Sometimes the dog's toys

lot," Bennett recalled. "It was like
an instant return on his investment"
Now the canine crew has been
on the streets for 14 months.
The dog's presence can prevent
resistance to arrests and crime
itself.
Last year, Bennett and Rex
apprehended a man who was
wanted for stabbing someone.
"He decided not to run even
though he had a histo,cy of running in the past," Bennett ~aid:
"Criminals may think twice about

~'Criminals

may think
twice about running
because of the dog."
- John Bennett
Canine Officer

would be stored with the real
drugs, so they picked up the scent.
The man-and-dog team are certified for control, tracking and
narcotics work, and they took first
place in a contest in Ottawa last
fall.
Two nights after they returned
from training, Bennett received a
call about a break-in at a local
business. The two entered the
building and the dog tracked
down both burglars.
One of the offenders froz.e at
the sight of Rex.
"He didn't move a muscle,"
Bennett recalls.
Ironically, the business owner
had contributed to the funding of
the canine unit. "He dpna.t ed a

.-

running because of the dog."
"Just having the dog present
has made the individuals comply
with us instead of fighting ,"
Bennett said. ''When people hear
we have the dog, they might back
off and decide not to do something that a dog can track."
Rex has sniffed out guns, drugs
and drug paraphernalia, by carrying out his natural pattern for
vehicle inspection. "He knows
what areas to check," Bennett
said.
Whenever he finds something,
Bennett rewards him immediately
with his toy.
The canine unit plays a supporting role to the other officers,
usually providing back up and

special tracking services. Charleston's canine unit comes as part of
a growing trend.
"In the last few years, departments have really begun to see the
light and the value of (canine
units)," Bennett said.
Bennett is satisfied with his
partner's personality.
"He's highly motivated; I don't
have any problems getting him to
work," Bennett said.
· "The dog can do a rot·orthings
tli~t 'PtoPle' can't <io;!anctlie tim
do other things faster beeau&e 'of
his keen sense of smell and hearing," said Bennett, who's been on
the force for seven years.
Rex stays in a kennel at his
house, and Bennett's wife and
child "love the dog."
Through his training and time
with Bennett, Rex has acquired an
''undying loyalty.''.
"He would immediately apprehend someone, without command,
if they injured me," Bennett said.
Even though his partner cannot
speak English, Bennett wouldn't
trade him for anything.
"I spend as much time with
him as I do with anybody else.
He's almost like a human.
''They could offer me a chief's
position tomorrow and I wouldn't
take it."
The addition of man's best
friend to the Charleston police
force may give the officers a more
approachable image in an age
when musicians and rappers cast
them as thugs and tyrants.
"Children will wave and ask
me about the dog," Bennett said.
"It's a good way to break the ice
with them. When they meet the
dog. the kids realiz.e (the police)
are not so bad after all."
--~
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Students offered fixed rat

Forbes calls it quits,
opts to suppOrt Dole
WASHINGTON (AP) Trounced by Bob Dole in the latest series of primaries, Steve
Forbes decided today to abandon
the Republican presidential race
and throw his support to GOP
front-runner Bob Dole, campaign
aides said.
Forbes planned a Thursday
afternoon withdrawal announcement in Washington, said campaign manager Bill Dal Col. A
senior Forbes aide, speaking en
condition of anonymity, said
Forbes would endorse Dole and
pledge his help in defeating
President Clinton in the fall.
Dal Col said one reason Forbes
put off the formal announcement
for a day was so that his family
could join him.
Forbes had vowed as recently
as this morning to stay in the race
through
1,1e)lt
Tuesday,' s
.Mt~sJ,e¢

'

··

By ELLEN EARDLEY

Sr.an writer

accepted their judgment that the
chances for a victory in Illinois,
Ohio, Michigan or Wisconsin
were bleak, given Dole's big lead.
Given that, Forbes began considering quitting sooner and contacted several associates outside
his senior campaign staff before
malting his decision, sources said.
Forbes' decision came after the
euphoria of winning the
Delaware and Arizona primaries
evaporated in the face of a string
of resounding defeats.
Since Arizona, Forbes has not
spent much money on television
advertising, a sign to campaign
watchers that he had reached the
limit of how deep he was willing
to dig into his personal fortune to
finance his campaign.
Overall, Forbes spent more
than $25 million, nearly all his
own n;ioney, to earn 901,000
· tes 4Uriii t11e · · • seas · ·

·:"J~uPWffm~~\Jcli qrQie ~d·'~rceiirgot llib~~t, pu~;
"r\UN1 efds-citeW~r'~~a:Shin:gton 'him third behind Dole and 'Pat

Starting fall semester 1996,
Eastern student~ 'can sign up for
a two-year housing contract and
save nearly $200.
Students will be given the
option of signing a contract that
guarantees they will stay in university housing for two years. If
they sign, the university will
ensure their housing fee remains
fixed at the first year rate.
Vi~e President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken said student fees typically increase on a
yearly basis. He said the room
and board rate has increased by
an average of $180 a year.
"I guess the bottom line is
that we thought this might be a
way to help students with the
cost of education," Hencken
said.
Students who wish to transfer
to other ~anq>~ ·bousing:will be
included in :this prognm\.1 Tb'ey

'

'

"I guess the bottom
line is that we
thought this might be a way
to help students with. the
cost of education."
-Lou Hencken,
Vice President for
Student Affairs

will be required to pay for the
change in rates among different
university housing units, but tion of campus housing.
will not pay the overall increase
"It would really help us if
in the housing fee.
had a better idea how many
Students who choose a small- dents were planning on livi
er meal plan for the second year housing," Hencken said. "M
will pay a smaller housing fee.
it would increase occupa
"It is sort of a novel idea that little bit."
Hencken thinks inco
the rates could actually go
down," Hencken said. "We're freshmen may be most lik
.
.
sign a two-year contract.
try~g to be cr;e~t•~z on ~il~~, to
"It's kindU(){lia'JWin....Wia s'
keeo costs
and1ll''"
sttlf:,,..1,..
prp- J ......
i... ) ' h1
id
' . 0 1 slq v '• 11
,,µ,.,~
.. I » <!own
·'<J· ,:J:q
ruun
.J er sa
•
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hotel room with actvisers, Forbes

Buchanan.

By BOB HADZIMA
Staff writer
The EIU Jazz Combos will perform its second concert of the
semester tonight featuring a variety
of small group jazz literature ~
ciated with legendary jazz figures.
The concert will take place at
7:30 p.m. in the Dvorak Concert

_,~~'~"Jr~~d:J{J :Jflll .4 .: ti."lie1..

·son;e ·s~ ~60 of a

jazz repertoire," said Mark
O'Connor, graduate assistant of
jazz studies .
The first part of the concert,

Staff writer

"Silence:· will be performed by a
younger group of performers,
O'Connor said. "Silence" will be
directed by O'Connor and Shane
Pitsch, graduate assistant of jazz
studies.
"Silence" will include works by
jazz artists Charlie Parker, Thad
Jones, Curtis Fuller and lbelonious
Monk. The group consists of a
rhythm secti?P.,., !\lS!Hfi~· _uiy&o,
te or.
~- and
-, ~'./~
• wl'Pbone,
tn1Jilpef, fiut.e ano aito saxo~hone,
O'Connor said.
The second part of the concert,
"Mark VI," will also be directed by
O'Connor.

rf

t
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RHA to nominate members for scholarship
By JESSICA BAKER

Jazz combo to perform

vide quality service."
If students graduate, leavt
university or transfer, theyi
receive a full refund for the
ond year.
Continuing students who
signed the contract must ~
university housing for two y
If they move off campus.
will not receive a refund.
"This is what students gi
when we agree to keep t
rates tlJe same," Hencken sai
In fiddition to aiding stu
the university hopes this
gram will help in the org

The Residence Hall Association will nominate
members tonight for the Sean McKinney and
Richard G-. Enochs Scholarships, said RHA
President T.J. Frey.
The meeting will be at 5 p.m. tonight in the
Thomas Hall lobby.
"RHA members can nominate other members
for the scholarships," Frey said. " Whoever is
nominated for a scholarship must give a short
speech on why they think they deserve the nomination."
1
The McKinney Scholarship recognizes an outstanding freshman or transfer student living in a
residence hall who regularly participates in RHA
or hall council.
The Enochs Scholarship is for a sophomore,
junior, senior or graduate student who lives on
campus and unselfishly gives himself or herself to

the National Residence Hall Honorary
improving Eastem's housing.
Frey said the person who nominates som
for the ·s cholarship must write a fetter on why
person deserves the award. The letter is due
March 29.
"After all of the letters have been submitted.
nominee will hand in an application to a co
tee who will then decide the winner," Frey said.
The Housing Office will make the final d
sion of who gets the awards and announce
winners at the spring banquet in April.
RHA members will also nominate five pe
to be inducted into the National Residence
Honorary. A committee ~ ~ ~le<1eect-.tg
decide wliU' ~'ttew 'me.Mi-sVtlft!\lMtlly
be.
"I think this is a great way to recognize indi ·
uals who have done an outstanding job as m
bers of RHA and the National Residence H
Honorary," Frey said.
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MY DEGREE GOT ME TllE lmBYIEW.
ABMY ROTC GOT ME TllE JOB.

I

Things got pretty competitive for this
job. I'm sure my college degree and good
grades kept me in the running. But in
the end it was the leadership and management experience I ga thraigh

Aimy ROI'C that won them over.
You .can begin to develop impressive
leadership skills with an Army
ROI'C elective. Register now without
obligation.
'

For details. visit Room 310, Klehm Hall or call

581-5944
.,.
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uggets guard 'stands' ground BASEBALL
l)ENVE~ (AP) - Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf, the

r Nuggets star who has refused to stand during
national anthem this season because of his Islamic
· s, was suspended without pay on Tuesday by the
BA deputy commissioner Russ Granik said
-Rauf violated a league rule that requires playcoaches and trainers to "stand and line up in a digposture" during the U.S. and Canadian anthems.
NBA's rule on this point is very clear, and all
rules apply equally to all players," he said
· said the suspension will continue for as long
lhe player refuses to comply with the rule.
Abdul-Rauf requested and was granted a meeting
NBA commissioner David Stem on Wednesday
New York to discuss the issue, sources said
Olarlie Lyons, president and chief executive officer
Ascent Entertainment Group, which owns the
ets, said the NBA's action "speaks for itself. The
ue's rules and regulations apply to everyone
ved in th~ NBA."
a\bdul-Rauf was not at McNichols Arena for
y night's 110-93 victory over Orlando and was

unavailable for comment.
Following a shootaround earlier in the day. however,
Abdul-!Uuf said he doesn't believe in standing for any
nationalistic ideology.
·
The Koran, he said, states nothing should come
between him and Allah.
"My beliefs are more important than anything,"
Abdul-Rauf said. "If I have to give up basketball, I
will."
Calling the American flag "a symbol of oppression,
of tyranny," Abdul-Rauf said: "This country has a
long history of that. I don't think you can argue the
facts.

double. 1\vo batters later, Dunlop
cranked a three-run blast out of
the park to put Eastern on tOp 7-4.
Eastern struck again in the fifth
when senior Matt Broom knocked
in Clayton Stivers to round out
the scoring at 8-5.
In addition to Dunlop's and
Overton's performance, Schmitz
said sophomore Mark Diorio,
senior Shane Hesse and sophomore Josh Zink all had good performances, as they each had two
hits.
In response to the win, Schmitz
said it showed how strong his

from page B A - - - - -

team is this year.

"I thought it was a big character win for our team, because we
know what we have to do to win
after struggling the day before,"
Schmitz said.
Overall, Schmitz thought his
team really showed how well they
can respond when under adversity.
"We played poorly yesterday
and responded in good fashion
today (Wednesday)," Schmitz
said. "Our team just played
extremely good baseball against
Indiana State."

You can't be for God and for oppression. It's clear
in the Koran. Islam is the only way.
I don't criticize those who stand, so don't criticize
me for sitting. I won't waver from my decision."
Ed Wearing, state commander of The American
Legion veterans organization in Colorado, suggested
frompage8A--that Abdul-Rauf renounce his U.S. citizenship.
"Refusing to stand up and recognire the unity of
"I have every confidence in
McBee said that although there
this nation as embodied under the flag to me is tantamay not be an immediate impact,
him."
mount to treason," Wearing said.
Both McBee and Klein said his vision for women's basketball
they are looking forward to the success in the Ohio Valley is posfall season when almost every itive.
frompageBA _ _ __
Eastern sport will become a
"It's a matter of time when
member in the Ohio Valley John dominates the OVC,"
finite $Uspeliflion·
beli~f~, or we'll ~t you out and had such strong convictions as
Conference. Klein added that he McBee said. "It's a matter of
But explain .th.e- €a<!tr,tb.at talce yO"ui pay. And just as insane Abdul-Rauf, we might live in a
and his team are looking forward ttine .before.. tl~ ~lo11.~ig; )Ve'v,e
ul-Rauf has been usiqg the - the Nuggets' management sup- more peaceful and stable society.
to participating in a different got our :progra!J\ go~ng in tile
e pregame routine of not ports the NBA's decision to sus- But Abdul-Rauf has fallen victim
league that will offer better com- right direction." ·
·ng for the national anthems pend Denver's leading scorer.
to the NBA's Adolf Hitlers - actBut don't expect Klein to get a
petition - as well as being closer
season. Why is this just now
In no way do I condone Abdul- ing on impulse without thinking
good night's rest before he finds
to home.
ming an issue?
Rauf's attitude toward the situa- of logistics.
"The OVC is going to be a a successful year that eluded him
The NBA has gone far beyond tion, but I will defend his wish to
Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf should- good move for the athletic this season.
jurisdiction in this case - why practice his religion in a manner n't have to explain why he won't
department," Klein said. "It's a
"I had high expectations (for
1hould the suits in their posh appropriate to it - I will defend stand - the simple fact that he's
league with a great deal of stabil- this season)," Klein said. "As a
ces practicing their golf putts the Constitutionality of his right an American citizen should ity. It's going to be a good move coach, I have to find a way to
be allowed to control the religion to not stand during the anthems.
explain enough. He has the right
for the athletic department."
have those expectations met."
of a player? Because in essence,
"My beliefs are more impor- to sleep during the anthems if he
tant than basketball," Abdul-Rauf wants to.
that's exactly what they're doing.
The NBA's version of commu- told the Associated Press. "If I
But I guess the NBA and the
nism has given Abdul-Rauf an have to give up basketball, I freedoms spelled out in the
frompage8A - lltimatum: stand during the will."
Constitution don't go hand-inteam."
and her players are not much
If more people in this country hand.
•tbems and defy all your Islamic
Ralston also said that Sadler is younger than she is.
her first former player to coach at
''I'll have to know when to say
thPre's a line between frie~ and
·' the~~tc level:
:J!.l) JliHfUO.J L"' .I HH'..liIUh
-.iU0 .IJJ)
qut.mi1ul1-:>G 'l:mnJi;?M
r
1 ~ ~t,,. 1,,., .... r:t C!iu'J
.v1
1
v
ll\t7",7~f?:J
v~1
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.r.:_u
0 " i1l[j11i11iilliliifili!lillll
r aon't tmnK anyone e se - ~;·:~o'ae~/iila?er i~fiftfoiishlp,"
~
-.jrom-pag~BA -iii'
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except for a few high school Sadler said of the prospect of
And Frank Dowd Jr., commander of American
But Abdul-Rauf doesn't realire is that he's doing
coaches - have gone on to be becoming friends with her playtwo things to only hurt himself: 1) disobeying the Legion Post 88 in Mattoon, expressed the same sen- coaches," Ralston said. "Most
ers. "It will be easy to be their
rules that were set in place for everyone, regardless timent as Wearing.
(former players that have coached friend (because we 're around the
of religion, and 2) disacknowledging those who
"I believe that the man shouldn't be able to partic- at the high school level) have same age and have common intergave Abdul-Rauf a chance to freely express his ipate - he wouldn't even be here if it wasn't for that wanted to stay at that level."
ests), but I won't get into a
flag," Dowd said. "It's a disgrace for him and his
lleliefs.
Sadler did say, however, that buddy-type situation.
Rashid Khadlidi, a practicing Muslim and direc- team."
she may have had the inside track
"That's when you could feel
tor of the University of Illinois at Chicago's Center
One person suggested an analogy, in that just to getting the job. Carver's assis- bad about not playing someone.
for International Studies, said in an Associated Press because he stands up for the Canadian anthem at tant head coach and defensive That will be one of the hardest
atory that Abdul-Rauf has "confused politics with sporting events, it doesn't mean that he respects coordinator while a Panther things."
Weligion."
Canada or accepts their beliefs.
But for now, Sadler has
linebacker, John Smith, has a
The same applies in this situation. Rules are rules,
"In Muslim countries, millions stand up and
brother that is the athletic director climbed the coaching ladder at
salute the flag of the nation in which they reside, and playing in the NBA is a privilege, not a right.
somewhat of an extraordinary
at Chadron State.
In the same article, Bernard Meltzer, a professor
just as in this country, millions of Moslems stand up
"Brad (Smith, Chadron's ath- pace. One year out of college and
and salute the U.S. flag," Khadlidi said. '11tere is at UIC's law school said that the NBA is its own letic director) was looking for a her playing days and one high
.nothing in the Koran (sacred book of Moslerns) to entity.
volleyball coach," Sadler said. school coaching job later, and
"'The league is a private enterprise," Meltzer said.
aupport his argument, I'm afraid."
"And I believe that knowing him she's a Division II coach.
In the same article1 Ed Wearing, the state com- "If that rule about standing during the anthem is one (thTOugh Eastern coach John
"I showed (Chadron's athletic
1118Dder of the American Legion veterans organiza- of the terms of employment that he's agreed to, then
Smith) helped me out. But I got staff) who I was," Sadler said.
tion in Colorado, said that Abdul-Rauf should give they would seem to be holding most of the cards."
along great with him when I visit- '11tey knew I haven't been a colI don't think Abdul-Rauf should bow to public
up his U.S. citizenship if he feels passionately
ed. It's a beautiful place out lege coach before, but I feel like
pressure. I think he should just pack his bags to play there."
[IDOugh about this subject.
they trust me and they'll help me
'"Refusing to stand up and recognize the unity of overseas.
Sadler said part of her appre- (adjust to college coaching).
That's one decision that our forefathers would hension entering the job stems
lhis nation as embodied under the flag to me is tan"I hope it all turns out well.
probably agree on.
amount to treason," Wearing said.
from the fact she is 22 years old - I'm really getting excited."
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Panthers avenge
defeat with win
at Indiana State
runs.
Senior Eric
Murphy got the
save by not giving up any runs
in . one and onehalf innings of
work.
With the win,
Jim Schmitz
head coach Jim
Schmitz said his team just simBy BRIAN LESTER
ply knew what it had to do to
wfl ·rirl!r
geJ the vk~ory.
uwe didn't commit any
Same team, different result.
errors
and we came into the
After suffering a 13-run loss
to Indiana State on Tuesday in game knowing what we had to
Terre ~aute, Ind., the Panthers do to win," Schmitz said.
traveled back to Terre Haute, "(And} we did that QY putting
Ind. on Wednesday afternoon Tuesday's loss aside."
However, Eastem•s third win
and came away with an 8-5 win
over the defending Missouri of the season did not come easily, as the Sycamores quickly
Valley Champions.
Eastern used a seven-run leaped out to a 3-0 lead in the
fourth inning - keyed by senior second off three hits and than
Steve Dunlop;s three-run blast cro.ssed home plate again in the
- to wipe out a 4-0 Sycamore fourth to take a commanding 40 lead.
lead en route to the victory.
But the Panthers took over in
Senior pitcher Beau Szul
the
top of the fourth when
earned the win for the Panthers
(3-5), as he went seven and freshman Jon Overton knotted
t~q:-ib\r4 1l'nin·u »'blle ~i!\~= the contest at 4 with a two-out
'
mg out fout and giving up five
See BASEBALL page 7A

Eastern takes
game over
with 7-run
fourth inning

Klein not
pleased
with results
Women's coach
looking forward
to next season
By DAN FIELDS
Sports editi>r
In 14 years of coaching,
Eastern women's basketball
coach John Klein has never had a
losing season once he established a winning record at that
particular school.
Ex-cept for this year.
Klein, who guided his team to
a 16-12 record in the 1994-95
season after posting a 5-21 mark
SARAH WONG/Staff phot
in his first year, watched his
team go 12-15 and make a first- Eastern head coach John Klein looks on from the bench during an
round exit in the Mid-Continent lier season game. Klein hopes to improve on his team's 12~15 rec
Klein said that one of the how our kids grow as a team
Con-ference Tournament.
team's
problems was lack of individually."
Not surprisingly, Klein is
Eastern Dirutor of Athl
scratching his head over this one. focus - one of many aspects he
wants
taken
care
of
before
next
Bob
McBee wasn't wo
"I'm not real satisfied," Klein
season.
about
Klein and his team
said. "Some things need to be
"We
were
lacking
focus
in
this
past
season. In fact, Mc
addressed in terms of focus and
practices and overall team chem- has a positive outlook for
discipline.
"I don't think you want a istry," Klein said. "We still have and the program.
"I know John likes to
coach that finished 12-15 to be to remedy those things.
"(Having
a
winning
year
is)
McBee
said. "We're v
happy. I'm not happy. That's
why I'm going to question just going to depend on what pleased with the directio
iranspir~s jn Hi~ ftff~1;asao and pragragi ~ ggiog »<ifb ~-·
ih~~tr:·1
See KLEIN page 7A

Collegiate head coaching spot next up for Sadler
By MATT ERICKSON
·ate sports editor
It only took Kaaryn Sadler one year of
coaching junior varsity high school volleyball to advance to the college level - and
she's the first to say she catft believe it.
Sadler, one of the most recognized volleyball graduates in Eastern history, was
named last week the new head coach at
Chadron State University - an NCAA
Division Il school in Chadron, Neb., and
the alma mater of Eastern men's basketball
coach Rick Samuels.
"This really came on fast," Sadler said
Wednesday night. "They called me last
Monday, and I accepted the position on

Thursday. But when I got the contract, I
noticed that they want me to start March 25
to begin recruiting."
That March 25 date put Sadler in an
awkward situation. She had the job she
wanted, but then reality set in. She realized
accepting the position would mean leaving
Charleston - her home for the past five
years.
"I'm anticipating a lot," Sadler said.
"Right now, I have the security of knowing
a lot of people (in Charleston and at
Eastern). So the idea of going (to Chadron)
and not knowing anyone makes me kind of
uneasy."
Another harsh reality of the head coach· position
· · - she 'II have to be away from
mg

' '

...I have the security of knowing
a lot of people (in Charleston).
So the idea· of going (to Chadron) and
not knowing anyone makes me kind of
uneasy."
-KaarynSadler
new head coach at Chadron State
her boyfriend, Eastern football player Tim
Carver. Carver is the school's and Gateway
Conference's all-ti~leadin,J,las.~
"I'm excited (a~~~·leit'at
the same time I'm a littfe sad af>oirt lcitving
Tim," Sadler said.

But Sadler knows the hardships of,
sense, starting a new life come with
ritory of coaching. She also realizes
entering a .realm of coaching she Imo
tie about - the college level.
Before accepting the position at
State, Sadler coached Lovingtoq
School's junior varsity squad. She a190
experience in coaching a USVBA
from Casey last summer, a fact her
head coach at Eastern - Betty Ral
said would help her.
~'She got ~
~~~*NI ..-...iefil
liinstoit stiCJ.
running practice's and working wi
See SADLER page 7A

p

Is Denver superstar's national anthem flap honorabl
NBA making right
su'!1:e·~tni:
move in suspending until
~~~~~-tR;:~:
he comrebe 11 iOUS player
plies with the
NBA's rule
At one point in our Iives, we learned
about the Revolutionary War the Colonies
had with the British. You know, the one
that had people giving their lives for freeclorn.
From what I remember, our forefathers
had to fight for that independence - and
they got it. And the American flag has
since been a reminder that our freedom
wasn't free.
And before every basketball game, from
country high school gymnasiums to palaces
in the National Basketball Association, the
Star Spangled Banner is ·played before each
contest to remind us of this.
But recently, a conflict has surfaced
about Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf, the leading
scorer for the Denver Nuggets, in which he
refused to stand during the playing of the
national anthem.

Abdul-Rauf making
decision based on
belief, not regulation

that
states
Dan Fields
players,
Sports editor
coaches and
trainers must "stand and line up in a dignified posture" dqring the playing of both
American and Canadian anthems.
Abdul-Rauf, who accepted Islam as his
religion in 1991, said that the American
flag was a "symbol of oppression; of tyranny." And what's so great about this country
is that he has that right to state his opinion..
But Abdul-Rauf is not only rebelling
against the rules of the NBA, he is, in a
sense, tu'rning his back on those who have
sacnficed blood, sweat and tears for his,
·
and our, country.
It's obvious that you can't force anyone
to do anything, and in this case, all the
NBA can do is suspend Abdul-Rauf.
--.=::.;.;...-.:;.;..:;;::;:;_~

See FIELDS pag4 7A

I've been a fan of the NBA for many
years - like the promotion says, "NBA
Action - It's Fantastic!" And through the
years, I've seen the NBA's big-wigs hand
down punishments - namely minor suspensions and fines - for actions deemed inappropriate by players.
The reasons for these slaps on the wrists
of NBA bad boys usually include fighting,
skipping practices or skipping required
media days at All-Star Games.
But Tuesday, the most utterly ridiculous
reason for a player suspension was given to
Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf of the Denver
Nuggets. Abdul-Rauf is a devout practitioner of Islam, and the NBA suspended
him indefinitely because of his refusal to
stand during the playing of national
anthems during the pregame.
I'm sorry. I guess I misunderstood the

Constitution. I
thought that
little section in
there about
"freedom of
religion" implied that you --.....:..u....._.&m....._.._
can practice --==~~=-.
whatever reli- Associate sporu
gion you wish
- and be free of persecution for
beliefs.
In a nutshell, Abdul-Rauf is bei
ished by the NBA for his religious
But the NBA pawns all this off by sa
is a league requirement that all pl
"stand and line up in a dignified
during the U.S. and Canadian nat
anthems, according to NBA deputy
missioner Russ Granik's comments·
Associated Press story Wednesday,
I can understand the NBA's pol'
respecting the American and Cana
national anthems - the league has ill
reputation to worry about. And it feefs
violators of this policy are worthy
See ERICKSON page 7A
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By BRIAN LESTER

Slitf writer

.

If anything can be said about this year's
baseball team, it's that the players know
how to overcome dilemmas.
Last year the team had a new coach and
no returning pitchers, but still managed to
walk away with the Mid-Continent
Conference Western Division crown and
finished th~ year with a 28-19 record.
This year has been different for the
Panthers, as they have had three games
canceled this year due to the weather.
De$pite this problem, Eastern has continued to practice this year and head coach
Jim Schmitz believes his team has done
well despite the lack of games.
"We're starting to get outside now and
we are swinging the bats more," Schmitz
said ''So I'm pleased with where we are in
terms of prl\ctice. Even though we still
have some people injured, getting them
healthy is the big thing."
Nevertheless, the Panthers have a solid

f _.

team set for the 1996 campaign and with a
talented group of freshmen and transfers
coming in, Eastern seems poised to make a
run for the Mid-Con title once again.
In the- area of pitching, Schmitz has three
full-time pitchers returning in sophomore
Caleb Englehardt, senior Brian Neal and
senior Jim Healy.
Englehardt finished the 1995 season
with a 3-2 mark while appearing in nine
games during his freshman season.
Neal should also be a key to the team's
success this season, as he led the team in
innings pitched last year with 64.7 and
boasted a 3.76 earned run average.
Healy comes into his final season as a
Panther with the team's best winning percentage from a year ago by winning over
85 percent of his games - which led to a 61 record and the fifth most wins in the
Mid-Con.
In addition to a strong pitching rotation,
Schmitz is also going to be depending on a
bullpen that consists of senior Tony Gilio,
senior Eric Murphy and junior Mike
Sommerfeld.
"Earlier I talked about a bullpen by committee by having Gilio, Sommerfe;d and
Murphy and these guys have really done a
nice job in complementing each other so
far," Schmi~ $lid;
Besides pitching being a key to winning
games this year, freshman outfielder Sean
Lyons believes defense is also going to
play a big role in the team's quest for
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I think hitting is one of our
biggest strengths, but the pitching and defense will have to step up in
order to win."
-Tony Gilio,
Eastern pitcher
another conference crown.
"I would say our strength would have to
be defense, because most games are going
to be tight this year and since we're not a
power-hitting team, defense is going to win
games," Lyons said.
However, Gilio thinks hitting is one of
the team's biggest strengths - even though
the other aspects of the team have to step
up.
"I think hitting is one of our biggest
strengths, but the pitching and defense have
to step up in order to win," Gilio said.
"We'll also have to stay healthy in order to
be a strong team."
As for the players leading the way at the
plate. Schmitz will '1e ,looking for senior
shortstop Steve ~op, ·seruor tlilid baseman Shane Hesse and joniot tnulsfer; Nolan
Lofgren.
Dunlop batted .243 last year and started
in 46 of 47 games while leading the team
in doubles with 10.
Hesse is coming off a year in which he
was a first team All Mid-Con selection and
finished sixth in the league in batting with
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a .357 average.
Lofgren will also be a force on t
year's team and Schmitz said he will
vide the team with stability behind
plate. At Triton Community Colle
Lofgren helped lead his team to the j
college World Series last year.
Of course, Schmitz believes dd
seems to be the key to having a succe
year.
"I think our team plays welYc1efi
as a team - even though we've had one
game," Schmitz said. "(But) I'm ha
with our defense and I think that if we
a good defensive team we have a g
chance to win."
Despite the strengths, there are still
that need to be improved upon before
conference season begins in two wee
and Gilio believes there have been
problems in swinging the bats.
"Right now I think our hitting hasn
been there, but it will come around
we start playing more games," Gilio said.
And while there is still room ti
improvement on the team, Schmitz bell
if his team gets the chance to finish out
oonconference ~liedule the playeys ~
ready for the conference season.
"If we get the chance to play the rest
our games before the Northeast
(Illinois) game, our team will be ready
the conference season because we'll get
chance to test out our lineups against
teams in seven games," Schmitz said.

It will be an interesting season.
With a young team and a small roster,
t-year head coach Stephanie Fox has
some concerns for the 1996 softball season - but that doesn't mean the season
not be successful.
"Our big goal of the year is to win the
lbnference tournament," Fox said. "If we
win the conference tournament, we go on
to a play-in where we play the winner of
the (Ohio Valley Conference), and the
~ner goes to the NCAA tournament.
"And that would be a dream."
To get to the conference tournament,
lhe Panthers would have to finish as one

of the top two teams in the Mid-Continent
Conference's West Division.
The division includes the University of
Missouri at Kansas City, Northeastern
Illinois University, Valparaiso University
and perennial powerhouse Western
Illinois University. Fox said Eastern and
Western usually take the top two spots in
the division.
But before they can worry about the ·
conference tournament, the Panthers have
to worry about the regular season. Eastern
is off to a 2-2 start, and Fox said the team
has to play consistently throughout the
season.
"One of our goals is to win the games
we should win and not play down to anyone's level," she said. "And to win some
of the games that we're underdogs in."
Although the roster is not deep (14
players), Fox said the team has the talent
to accomplish its goals.
"Overall, we have we have a pretty
solid defense and a pretty good lineup,"
she said.
The defense will feature new faces in
the infield.
Junior Kini Hartzler is 'a'.transfer-·~tu.

-
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Our big goal of the year is to win
the conference tournament...the
winner goes to the NCAA Tournament.
And that would be a dream."
-Stephanie Fox,
Head softall coach

-

dent from Illinois Central College who
will handle the third base position. She
was a two-time National Junior College
All-American while at Illinois Central.
Freshman Stacy Siebert will start at
shortstop. Fox said she is impressed with
Siebert's fielding and hitting. She will
also see time on the mound.
Graduate student Luann Schleeter
returns from a knee injury to play second
base. Schleeter redshirted last season
after an ACL tear. She led the team in
hitting during the 1994 Mid-Con
Tournament.
Sophomore Emily Starkey will move in
from the outfield to play first base.
Starkey was a second team All Mid-Con
West Division selection last year after
starting 54 games and hitting i322; · ·
... , .

SIU-Carbondale Tournament
Florida Spring Trip
Valparaiso (2)
Northeastern Illinois (2)
Indiana State (2)
St. Louis (2)
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Indiana State (2)
Northeastern Illinois (2)
Valparaiso (2)
Evansville (2)
Wright State (2)
Missouri-Kansas City (2)
DePaul (2)
Illinois State (2)
Western IllinQis (2)
Bradley (2)
Mid-Continent Tournament
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The outfield will be anchored by first
team All Mid-Con West selection
Jennifer Cherveny in center field.
Cherveny set team records with 201 at
bats and 75 hits last season.
Left and right field are still up for
grabs, with junior Bridget Ward, freshman Courtney Cassata freshman Amy
Kukman and senior Missy Porzel sharing
playing time.
Fox said the pitching situation is nearly
set. The Panthers will be led by Porzel
and sophomore Mandy White. The two
pitchers went 11-10 and 6-8 respectively
last season.
"Missy is our only senior and she's
looking very strong," Fox said. "She
throws a lot of off speed (pitches), and
has a lot of control. I'm looking for her to
hopefully be on fire this year.
"Mandy throws more heat. She throws
faster than Missy and has a good mix of
pitches. She's looking strong also."
The other player possibly thrown into
the pitching mix is Siebert, but Fox said
with the lack of depth on the roster, it is
hard _to u,s~ her starting shortstop on the
!n~m#tt:
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Track teams aim for successful outdoor season
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
With the indoor track season
out of the way - a season in
which the men's team won the
conference title and the women's
squad finished fourth - both
squads are looking forward to a
successful outdoor season.
In that conference meet, the
men's squad edged out Western
Illinois University for the title
while the women's team finished
behind Western.
Men's head coach Tom Akers
believes the talent that he has on
his team for the outdoor part of
the season is definitely a key to a
repeat of the success experienced
during the indoor half of the season.
Probably our team's strength
for the outdoor season is the quality and depth of our performers,"
Akers said in reference to his

team that managed to place in
every event at the indoor conference meet.
As for the members leading the
men's team on its quest for a outdoor conference amt>ionship,
Akers said he will rely on a variety of athletes in various events.
On the sprints team, Akers will
have George Wilson, Chris
Watson and Cameron Mabry as
the strength of the event while
Kert McAfee and Mike McBride
will be the focal points of the
middle distance event.
Watson won the 200 meter
dash: with a time of 21.92 while
George Wilson captured the 400
meter dash with a time of 48.97 at
the indoor conference championships in February.
For the distance events, Akers
will rely on Nate Schaffer, Justin
Weiss, Todd Moroney and Jason
Anhalt.
Weiss and Anhalt also enjoyed

success at the conference meet.
Weiss finished second in the 3000
meter run with a time of 8:41.18
and Anhalt wound up in the third
place slot with a time of 8:45.62.
Tim Thompson, Cory Utterback and Tom Hess will be the
leaders in the high jump. event;
John Davis and Jason Waldschmidt will be the athletes to
watch in the throwing events and
Mike Quinlan will fill the pole
vault spot.
Nevertheless, there are a couple of things that need to be
improved upon before the outdoor season begins according to
Akers.
"Our team needs to get after
the weight training right now,"
Akers said. "We really didn't
have any voids, though, indoors
and that's why we dominated the
conference meet. We placed well
- and placed well in every event."
For the women's \earn, head

coach John Craft will have plenty
of athletes to help improve on the
fourth p'lace finish from the
indoor conference meet.
Tisha Alvarez is one of the key
athletes on the team, as she owns
personal records in both the shot~
put and 20-pqund weight throw.
Her personal record in the weight
throw is 46 feet 6 inches in the
shotput and the school record in
the 20-pound weight throw,
which she set at the conference
meet, is 52 feet 10 inches.
In the distance events, Craft
will look for middle distance runner Cristen Conrad to have a successful year in the 1500 meter run
and mile run.
High jumper Tiffany Jansen is
also expected to have a good outdoor season and Craft said her
goal is to win the conference title
in that event. Danyel Watters is
looking to improve on her leap of
5 feet 3/4 inches.

As for the long jump, Jon'
Craft is the focal point for
outdoor season, as she finis
second at the conference m
With a leap of 18 feet 112 in
She also finished sixth in the
meter dash.
In the sprint events, Ashl
Laningham will take on the
of long sprinter, as she will
pete in the 200 and 100 d
events while teammate Tiffi
Cheatham will also partici
the 200 and 100 meter dashei
Craft said Serra Morton
also figure prominently into
outdoor season in the quarter
run.
"In the field events, Ti
(Alvarez) really made an im
and our distance running te
have also done well because
set the indoor record in the
ley relay," Craft said in refe
to his team's strengths going·
the outdoor competition.

Tisha Alvarez, Junior
Gina Arinyanontakoon, Freshman
Shalonda Armstrong, Freshman
Jenny Blank, Sophomore
Colleen Buti, Freshman
Tiffany Cheatham, Freshman
Cristen Conrad. Freshman
Jonica Craft, Freshman
Catherine DeGreve, Sophomore
Natalie Dombkowski, Freshman
Julia Downs, Junior
Carey Dunker, Junior
Shenoa Fehr, Junior
Jennie Hannah, Senior
Kathy Hults, Junior
Heather Hyland, Freshman
Tiffany Jansen, Senior
Danyel Watters, Sophomore
Joelle Wesley, ·&esbman· _

Victoria Kyrychetm
Susan Langer, Fre
Ashleigh Laningham, Fres
Nadia Macnider, Soph
Kathy Matheny, Sophi
Jodi Milas, F
Serra Morton, Fre
Julie Perkins,
Christy Petricca, Fre
Kendra Pickens, Fre
Erin Raftery, Fre
Chrissy Roche, Fre
Bethanie Rubenacker, Fre
Rachel Schwartzkopf, F
Rachel Siler, Sopho
Abigail Smith, Fre
Megan Spicer, F
Jennie Ulrich, Fre
Stacy Winters.;

1996 l\1EN·s TRACK ROSTER
Chris Anderson, Senior
Jason Anhalt, Senior
Rich Arsenault, Senior
Maurice Daniels, Freshman
John Davis, Freshman
Ralph Gardner, Senior
Neal Garrison, Senior
Ray Helms, Junior
Tom Hess, Junior
Perry Hill, Freshman
Alan Kowalke, Sophomore
Kevin Lindsey, Freshman
Paul Loethen, Freshman
Scott Loethen, Freshman
Cameron Maybry, Freshman
Kert McAfee, Junior
Mike McBride, Soplf?ll!Ore
~ A ldi"'°*'tiilMf'lll.1ltls I ls: ...
.;
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Brandon Meiner, Sophomore
Todd Moroney, Sophomore
Mike Quinlan, Junior
Joe Rigaud, Junior
Charlie Roche, Senior
Nate Shaffer, Senior
Matt Singer, Senior
Roland Slama, Sophomore
Cory Smith, Junior
Alveste Taylor, Sophomore
Tunothy Thompson, Junior
Cory Utterback, Senior
Jim Voyles, Senior
Rick Walden, Junior
Jason Waldschmidt, Sophomore
Chris Watson, Freshman
. 'U&M W('.iss, Junior
.. -• Geo}ge~s'6n~ Sopliotiiori:
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John Craft

Tom Akers
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Golf team prepares for links
The Eastern golf team is gearing up for its first meet - the
Butler Invitational on March 31 .
:Eastern has eight players on
its roster this spring - up one
sp l from the fall. Tbey are
J r em Morton , Luke Bland,
!Brian Jacobi, Cory Briggs, Mark
Slfnaizys, Chris Wood, Matt
Marinaro and Pete Mauch.
The schedule for the team
looks tough. The Panthers are
lbmpeting in six meets - five of
those being invitationals.
The first meet Eastern is com~ting in is the Butler lnvitaaional, which will consist of 1418 teams; the Ball State Invitalional, which will consist of 21
teams; the Tennessee State
it'fitational, which will consist of
10 teams;
the
Bradley
Invitational, which will consist of
10 teams and the Xavier
litvitational, which will consist of

16 teams. All of these invitationals are topped off by the conference championships on April 2830.
Head coach Mike Monce!
doesn't know what to think about
the Butler Invitational.
"It!s hard to say how we're
going to do in it because I don't
know who's goipg to be .there,"
said Moncel. "Our main goal for
the meet is to.break 315 or 320."
The two golfers who figure to
contribute the most on Eastern's
team are Jeremy Morton and
Luke Bland. This year's team
added an extra player, which
should help out a lot according to
Moncel. Moncel said his goal for
the team is to have everybody
break 75.
The team in the fall improved
15 strokes from one tournament
to the next. The Panthers finished
second at the EIU Invitational,
which consisted of 12 teams and
seventh at the Southeast Missouri
State Invitational.

I 996 '.\1 E~ ·s CiOl .F
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Thurs

ROSTER
re
Cory Briggs, Freshman
Brian Jacobi, Junior
Matt Marinaro, Senior
Pete Mauch, Senior
Jeremy Morton, Junior
Mark Smaizys, Soph.
Chris Wood, Junior
~

s200 p· ts

Samuel A~

p

The one thing Moncel likes
about this spring's team is that it is
young and there is a lot of room for
improvement.
"This season will give the
younger guys a lot of experience,"
said Moncel. "I'm looking forward
to next season and we should be
tournament tough in the next couple of years."
Moncel is getting his team prepared for the season by having
short game drills and by having the
players hit balls.

y:

SJ --25. Bottles
Labatt Blue
$ JEVERYDAY
QQ. Drafts
.
Leittle, MGD,
Lowenbrau Dark

.... FREE. iiLUFS. SiiOw ....

THE
BLEED
. Show starts ® 9:30
509 Van E3ure r 1

345-2380

The DRily £akm ews
CLASSIFIBD AD
WILL WORK FOR 'YOUt

SENSE AND

SENSIBILITY ~ ,
Daily: 7:00, 10:00
Sat. & Sun. Mat.: 2:00

l~CKSH•~

Daily: 7:30, 9:30
Sat. & Sun. Mat.: 2:30

LocNd It 4th • Lincoln

.

~- frDfll HatdH't)

'P--4
40- 50% OFF
All Mickey Clothing
Buy two
Mj~~!Y

T-..~hirts at

Regular Price &
Get the third one

FREE

Sale ends March 16th

348-8811

Spring On In And
Chec;k Out Our 5elec;tion Of
Playetation Video Gamea
Rent Them For

$300

perDay

SARAH WONG/Staff photographer

Neck and neck
Eastern track athletes Aundra Williams (left), a freshman, and Cameron Mabry (right), also afresh.man,
race down to the wire during practice at 0 'Brien Stadium Wednesday.
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SARAH WONG/Staff photographer

Up the middle
~'!!m s_oftball f!~!' 1!._ridget Wa~ aj~r._lp_l!f>~ ..~~"'!_~8_~ al_P.r:_ac~~ at Williams Field Thursday.

-.
~n.~ftzz.I

Good Luck to all Spring
Sports Teams!

GO EIU!!

~:
·
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classified advertisin

68
Services Offered

TEACH ENGLISH ABROADMake up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S.
Korea. Many employers provide
room & board + other benefits.
No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more
information call: (206) 971-3570
ext.J57383

~-o-=-----------=---=---3129

EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS NOW
on motorcycle insurance. Call
BILL HALL 345-7023 or stop by
HALL INSURANCE 1010 East

Lincoln.
~------,.--------312.6
SAVE MONEY for break by call-

412

C_A_M_,.,,,P_C_O
__U,..,.N'"'s=EL,-0=-R=-s-=--w-a-nted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskilng, gymnastics, rlflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $1250 or more
plus R&B. Camp LWC/GWCC,
1765 Maple, Nftd., IL 60093. 708·

ing BILL HALL 345-7023. Your
auto insurance payments at
HALL INSURANCE can save you
money. Stop by 1O10 East
Lincoln today!

Travel

lET'S H&l~·~CH ~E'R

ADOPTION:' ~iine mom and
devoted dad call provide your
newborn with a loving, warm and
financially stable home filled with
joy and laughter. Financial assistance. Please call any time
Doona and Dennis 1-800-3144265.

~

LOOKING FOR RIDE to Park
Ridge or N.W. Suburbs for Friday

Roommates

7723.

3/15 will pay Gas call 581-8132

516

3127

=FEM=-:-A"C':L~E=-s=u""'B~L=E-=sSOR-===-=-N:=E-::EDED

for summer/96. Park Place.

INDIGO MEETING for all members at 6 p.m. tonight In the Playroont
Is mandatory for everyone to come. T-shirts are in.

2363

516

M--cA"'""=R~T-H~u=R~M,..,..,..A~N~O~R,...A-:-=PA"'""RT-

MENTS Now Leasing for 96-97
school year. Two bedroom furnished Apartments 12-month
lease 345-2231

~----=------.....,-___,~516

NOW RENTING- two bedroom
apartments for '96-'97 school
year. Carlyle Apartments 3487746

516

NISHED,
DISHWASHER ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CENTRAL AIR , AND DECKS.
STARTS AT $390.00 CALL 3452363

~LIMMER ONLY. Nice· lndi~c .yt:,

BEDROOM,

plus ut1ht1es. Parking. Only~
Rooms Left. Furnished 234-4831

---------------3128

4-5 GIRLS, cozy 3 bedroom fur·
nlshed house tot '96-'97 school
year, appliances, near Old Main.
348-8406.
1 AND 2 BDRM. APTS. STILL
AVAILABLE. CALL OLDETOWN
MANAGEMENT 345-6533
________________.3115
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE .
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTE·
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-

6000

516

-Ho..,..,..,.us"'"E---C~Lo--s=E=-T=o=--:oc~AM:-:-::-Pu:-=s

tor

5-6 aludents. 2 baths, large ctOsets, low utilities. 348-0110 or 2348774
, JniuQ .':JV<.,J .Jt:lt>C ''-D uu yaMS; ·
HOUSE 5-6 'PEOPLE; Hoose 4
people, 1 & 2 bedroom apt.

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name:_ _ ______ ___ ___ _ _
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

~

N~

Dates to run -~-----------
Ad to read:

for 1-4 tenants-houses or apts.
Good units, good locations. Pick
up list at C21Wood, 1512 A
Street.

--~--------'-------3114

SEEKING GRADUATE STUDENTS to share expenses
Summer and 1996-97 school
term. Two bedroom home close
to campus. Call 345-6806

°'' ''

c.:i\A.J "oi""'.:ns:I n ,n. ,~ "",,, ,t

31 Like some old
ACROSS
fashion
1 Anderson of
rock's Jethro Tull 38 Mobster's lady
S7 "Murphy
•Gruesome
Brown"
I Rose's fella
housekeeper
13 It's full of ginger 38Verge
'
1sKeen
39 Withdrawn
11 Bears'
41 Efforts
adversaries
42 Land of the
t7 Clear finish?
M idnight Sun
11Reform
dweller
20 "Good job!"
43 Plains Indians
a Sam Spade
44Reckon
oortrayer
48 Ireland's - 23 Oz tra· ·1er
Islands
24 Great-!:,'c..,dma's .ti Fix, as golf
pictur. maybe
greens
ae " Oa)lllJ" 3tar
so FoFmer Pirate
29 First-cl&ss
slugger WiHie
30 Archit8c:1
14 Squar•shooting
Saarlnen
117 1-79 terminus

Expiration code (olllce use only)-------- - - - - - - - - Person accepting.,;i._ _ _ _ __ _.Compodor _ ______

Amount <**I _ _ _ __

no. WIClldlWl.ya
Q Cash

Q Check

c.:3",S-..

NICE LARGE FNEBEDROOM'
HOUSE with 2 full baths.

UnderClassificationot. ~----------------------

Payment:

VE~

E. PT. ~ PEOPLE. FUft-

Rooms.~~r Female_s. $100~ . ~

3M' . ~ilcf~ ts=.-s:a~~

Student 0 Yes 0

3l2fl

a message.
--

SH~RE HOUSE BY THE
SQUARE, Own room, $175/mo.
Pets allowed. Begin lease In
June. 345-7632
..
~311~

Phone:

-----------------311~
VARIETY
AVAILABLE. Housing

------------------~516

-1---B=E-=D~R~O:-:O~M--~A=P-=
T~S. -F=uR-

For Rent

3114'

NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Partcs, Forests & Wlldllfe
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
Bonuses! Call: 1-206-971-3620
-.xt. N57384

• .. •

NEEDED. 2 bdrm apt, parking,
dishwasher, 1 block from campus. 348-0058

~-----------------..,,.518

Rides

fllATlONAL COMPANY NEED
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS. High
IJlcome potential. No experience
(Jquired. For Info call 202-393-

3129

_S_U_M..,..M__E__R_'_96-s"""u"":".B=:"'.L:-':E::"'.S"""s:oR

Please call Tara 348-5924 Leave

----~-----------312.9

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEam up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. Wor1d travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
c;all
1-206-971-3550
ext. C57384
__.......,,
___ ___________
3115

NISHEO
-DISHWASHER
GARBAGE DISPOSAL, CEN:
TAAL AIR, AND DECKS. 10 MO,
LEASE. CALL 345-2363
·
516
HOUSES FOR RENT. 4 to 5 peopie Ask for Lisa/Barb/Mike 348·
5947
,....----,-=-=::-=-=-=...,-411
REMODELED 3 BEDROOM apt.
1 block north of Domino's. Low
utilities. Call 348-8792.

VERY LARGE 2 BEDROOM apt.
3-4 people furnished. Garbage
disposal, dishwasher, central air,
and decks 10 mo. lease Call 345-

~doptlon

..,..,...--,,=---:-:=::--,---:o-=-:-:-:~·516

3'15

SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED·
ED. Furnished apartment, 2 big
bedrooms, A/C, very close to
campus, rent negotiable. Call
Alyssa/April st 581-2236
=-'::'.":"".=:-::c=:::-:-=::===--=-31.14
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Summer
'96. Park Place Apts. 2 bedrooms, Call 345-8532.

511

USED CD~s The area's largest
selection ·of used CD's, cassettes,
concerJ. r-Shirtt, ·and video
games. We buy, s~. and trade.
Music exchar:ige 512 N. 19th st.
Mattoon. 234-3668

BAHAI STUDENT ASSOCIATION sign-up tabie noon • 1 p.m.
MLK walkway. Drop by.
BETA PHI Pl fraternity, Inc. informal informational at 7 p.m. tonight In
Shelbyville room.
,
A.l.M. MEETING at 6 p.m. tonight at the African American Cu
Center.
THE SEVENTH GENERATION meeting at 6 p.m. tonight at the
American Cultural Center.
RHA MEETING at 5 p.m. tonight In Thomas Hall. Ear1y dinner at 4.
p .m.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL meeting at 6:30 p.m. tonight in
Arcola/ Tuscola room. Cabinet meeting at 6 p.m.
S.O.M.A. MEETING at 7 p.m. tonight in 318 Coleman Hall.Candle
Ing, and br1ng coffee cups and a pencil.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION 'Bring a Friend Night" at 7 p.m. tonighl
the University Baptist Church. Free pizza and pop. Call Leslie at
for more Information or if you need a ride.
ROTC LAB at 1500 hours today at the North side of Kiehm Hall.
will be rappelling.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP Choir rehearsal for tour at 7 - 8:30
tonight In 013 FM. Only rehearsal for tour participants.
GREEK WEEK STEERING c:Ommlttee meeting at 9:30 p.m. tonl!t'
the Tuscola/Arcola room. Chapter overalls must attend.
GREEK WEEK ELECTIONS committee meeting at 9 p.m. tonight In
Greenup room.
GREEK WEEK rosters are due at 3 p.m. today In the Office of
Life.
MINORITY TODAY staff meeting at 5 p.m. tonight in the Greenup
Please attend and discuss your assignment.
AMERICAN MARKETING Association presents Ms. Heather Pe
Communications Director , will speak about the advertising and
promotions of a commodity at 6 p.m. tonight in 127 Lumpkin Hall.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource management speaker meeting
how to give a great interview at 6 p.m. tonight in 029 LH. Everyone
come.
HAITI ,CONNECTION meeting at 7 p.m. tonight In the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOUC.CEN'l£R..sacramer:it ot re~ciliatiQa at 3:30
43l.p,m,_to9a.Y at the C!)apel, _
NE~ ~.0911CEJtlfnass al rl4JPn today at the Chapel.
GREEK WEEK AIRBAND meeting at 8:30p.m..iQnight1n the wilkiiijj
PHI GAMMA NU meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in 017 LH.
GREEK WEEK UNITY meeting at 9 p.m. tonight in the Union
All chapter co-chairs must attend.
WOMEN'S STUDIES COUNCIL "Images of Women In the Media •
presentation and discussion at 7 p.m. tonight In the Booth Llbr
Auditorium.
COUNCIL OF STUDENT DEANS meeting at 4 p.m. today In
Heritage room. All are welcome.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have Rev. Jones
on healthy relationships at 7 p.m. tonight In the Charleston/M

ONE BEDROOM APTS, Fall '96,
QUIET, mature persons. All utilities paid. 1 Bdrm $365-1 person,
$200 per person-2 people. 11 1/2
month leases. Unfurnished. Call
345-6759 leave message. No
Parties!

-FA-R~M--H~E=L~P--,-,N=E=E~DED .
Experience preferred. Call after 3
pm or leave a message on
machine. 348-8906

Help Wanted

• ' ii

----~--~-----3"14

Lease & deposit. No pets. 345-

4602

SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED 3 BDRM Park Place Apts .
Fully Furnished. Call 345-5247
-----...--------------3115
SUBLESSORS
NEEDED.
Summer '96, Park Place Apts. 3
bedrooms. Call Tricia 345-4781
________________3114

446-2444.

$40,000/yr. INCOME POTENTIAL. Home typists/PC users. Toll
free 1·600-898-9778 Ext. T-2262
for listings.
_ _3113

..

For Rent

Reasonable rent own room .
Great Location call 345-3960

WANTED 100 STUDENTS. Lose
8-100 pounds. New Metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 pounds In
3 weeks. Guaranteed results. $35
cost. 1-800-e66-3829

•

Sublessors

Help Wanted

room.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY
any ngo-profit campus organjzaliooal event. All Oips should be submitllcl
The Daily Eastem News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEF
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday s
submined as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEA
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip thlt
il~Rf~\l~;i!ltwrt\olltion Wt~.NOT .SE~~.;.~'£'~
~ ~or-8.VfAil~lit ~Yt
,1 ?-l'lo•fwutlli{!ll0-.1 :A u :iu ,.....,M

HBlngocall
H Roger of NBC

News
eoGoes pfft
e1 Slip (into)
a Minimum
payment
a Appeal

DOWN
t What " vidl"
means
2 Green Gables

'•I
3 :>alt
• Snorkeling site
s Huskies of coll .
basketball
• $ubterfuge
7 Conglomerate
founded in 1920
• - - Spiegel
· (German
magazine)
t Running amok
10Likesome
trousers
tt 1965 FrishbergDorough tune
11 Lauder lady
t4 Confuaedly
11AYokum

49
5'

81

Puzm bJ 1.o1e SldweJ
11 Seem

reasonable
31 Spllt to get

ucut (off)

• StOl'm heading

DIAGONAL
1 Eminently
persuadable

sa

day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Place

a-ma;eatt

spllc:ed
• Psycho
•"Gotcha"
dinner
MBaseball's
IOClnematogra:11 Lever 2000
Tommle
pher Nykvlst
competitor
Nitti's nemesis
s1 Sister of Ares
MViz.
a7 Imported cheese
n--- instant
40Shakeoff
•Fiber source
41 Red foe
:IT Felipe of the
Expos
a One way to take
medicine
•Breathing organ

Q Cradlt

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first

MARCH14

THURSDAY
CIA-3

Oprilg-lound play

7:30
8:00 SelrWld
8:30 Caloh...Cly
9:00 Flllier
9:30 MadAbold~
10:00 News
10:30 Jaylano

a

. . Investigation
•Oscar de la--•Sen. Kefauver
47 Frau's boys
. . Had a tradltional

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA·26

WGN-16,9C

WILL-12

UF-40

Fox 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9 51

News

SportsCenter

Commish

UnbeliMble...

Family Matteis
Newhart

Lehrer

Wheel of For1lnl

Wi1gs
Wings

Aoseame
Simpeonl

bMnllon
McMeMagic

Carmen Sandlego
BINye

Fll1llilll Home...
Beloll...Stars

Figln Skating

MIMI: Once 8lllrt

HelaJles

lllGeldener
'l'llr lo Git Reedy

Uneoll/9d Mysle"'8 LMngSingle
Martin

8ETllES BEi.:
11111111 Below

IJlle House on
The Pnllrte

x-

~

McNte:Dellcnees

NlwM

McMeMagic

Bonanza

BllortDawn

Undarccwr

~Zones

Star Trek: The Next

Kllli1g Films of
the third Reich

McNte:Sllailtd T8'1
Cheerleading

Hi!;llander

News

~

Silk Stalkings

Night Court
Simon & Sffnon

...Being SaMd'I

Competition
News
~

SportCenler

. ..

'

. ..

Un&otv. Myst.

TBS-18

News
Inside Mon8y
Aclols

classified advertisin
Announcements

Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

DON'T DROP OUT OF COLLEGE, Learn how to get free
money. Call toll free 1-888-FREE
MONEY
=-:-.,.,.,--=-,...,..,..,,._.,,_----......_......_~·516
PINK PANTI-IER TRYOUTS,
March 25-27, 6:00-10:00 p.m.
Lantz Gym. For more info call
581-6381 or stop by 260 Lumpkin
Hall

-----~-----------'3125

BIG PARTY AT TED'S THURSDAY. ST.PATS OR PRE SPRING
BREAK, WHO CARES ITS A
PARTY. 50 CENT PEPPERMINT
SCHNAPPS 50 CENT NAT. UTE
OR BEST, $1 .00 WELL DRINKS.
MILLER GIRLS & LOTS OF
PRIZES. D.J. ANDY MILES
PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE
DANCE MUSIC.

-=---------'3114

JENNIFER DAULBY OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on being
selected for Homecoming
Committee! Your sisters are
proud of you!

MISTER BOFFO

by Joe Martin
E Mail Jnwtiftt!l":»·i,.,net....1

~=-..,,.....,,..,,.......------~3114

DZ TUGGERS: Keep your heads
upl You're doing a great job.

--------~3114

HEY LADIES, Delt's and Sig PJ's
invite you to their open party
tonif&at Stu~11

.-. ·, .

3115

31f4

TRl·SIGMA NEW MEMBERS,
You girls are doing an awesome
job! Keep It upl Lo\19, The Actives

3114

·s

CLASS RING found
Coleman Hall. 345-5066.

3115

G"'"-=o-,F=-o=-R=--1T=-=T=R-1--=s-1G.,..._M_A_A.I RBANDI Y0u girls are great! Love,
Your sisters
-LA_D
__l__E_,S-O"'""F---S-IG_M_A_K_A_P_P.A: I

cam-

hope you all have a great Spring
Break. Love, Chad

Watches, jewelry,

uya.

etc. Call Mindy 2581-2821.

----------~3114
MICHELLE GADDINI OF SIGMA
KAPPA, Congratulations on being
President for MAPCAI We're
proud of youl Love-Your sisters!

T

FUNDRAISER- RAISE
IN 5 DAYS- GREEKS,
S, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
DUALS. FAST, EASY- NO
NCIAL
OBLIGATION.

-1982 EXT. 33

3115

~at.te'""'.::-::Pl:-::1!.-=F.=1.-_o-=-f...,
.A-'LPHA
OELTA: Congratulations
ttlng PINNED to JASON
AV of Pl KAPPA ALPHA!
happy for you! Alpha Garn

Emily

Announcements

Announcements

LAURA BAIJMRUCK OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on being
selected for Greek Standards
Board! Way to go! Love-Your sisters

Congratulations JEANNE SHULD
OF ALPHA PHI on getting LAVALIERED to BILLY PRITCHARD
OF SIGMA Pl! You finally have a
charm for your necklace, Jeanne!
AGS Love, Tara

3114

IP-:A=;r...,s=-=T"'"u'""D--E:-:-N:--T,-'R E c

-..,...=---------·3114

ALPHA PHI'S: Have a great
Spring Break. Remember to use
plenty of sun block, rotate hourly,
don't fall asleep on the beach,
look for blue and gold flags, look
both ways before crossing the
street, don't loose your voice,
look fO!WartMo ...m week'~' 4:Q()' ·
club, and aT~a~··~ffi~,: ~Wf
pieces of your suit. Have Fun.
Love, Craig

3114 '

A-L,.....P_H_A
_ _P_H_l....,.'S--G-re_e_k~Slng
Practice Tonight 7-8 pm

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____,31'14

3114

=To-=--=T::'."H:--E,.-M~EN
___O__F___
D=EL--:r.=A-C.Hl-

Thanks for the great St. Patrick's
Day Function last night at Ike's!
We had a blast! Love, the Women
of Sigma Sigma Sigma

3114

T=-o--o_U_R_S_l_G_M_A_M_A_N_:C~HAD

PFEFFINGER OF SIGMA Pl,
Thanks again for all the treats!

~}~id~J,ls.~ l~;
3114

J~E=-N~N~Y~------..,...N~E~L~SON·

Congratulations on getting into
Grad School at DePaul. I'm so
proud of you! Love, Laura

____________.3114

~-----------------~--'3114

TO THE LADIES OF TRl-sJGMA.
Thanks for a great function last
night. We're really looking forward
to HomeCQmlng next yeartll
~~-----~-~~~3114
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA Pl,
Have a fun and safe Spring
Break. I can't wait to see you all
'WIWlll: you get bade. Love, Quincy
"
... '
J ,Cl';- u R ;:a 1"8/1~'-.
FREE TO A GOOD HOME!
Graduating in May, can't keep
Max, our lovaole German
Shepard mix. He's house broken,
neutered and healthy. Call 3488196

---------~~

SURPRIS£
YOUR
FRIENDI

Place a

BIRTHDAY AD

2

with a

PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
In

The Dally

Eastern
News

(Deadline: 3 Business Oa4s
Befoee Ad is lo eun)

EVERYONE NEEDS

with us

MORE
MONEY!
Right?

SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in

The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
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S..UN'O

Netters want more after winning years
1996
TENNIS

HEAD
COACH

Rosie
Kramarski

Head coach
Kramarski
wants repeat
performance
By CHAD MERDA

Staff writer

SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Brian Landeweer, a freshman pre-engineering major is playing tennis with EIU tennis team at the Weller Court Monday afternoon.

~ c.r.,~"'"'~

The M€n of

't

S
pr->esenf l

Delta Tau Delta

Would like fo
Jamie Br->inkman
as OUP
1996-97
Sweefhear->t.
~~~C-t"iJ~

345-7849,

345-7849

Both the men's and women's
tennis teams are coming off of
winning seasons and hoping to
improve under the supervision
of second year head coach
Rosie Kramarski.
As a rookie coach, Kramarski was named 1995 MidContinent Conference Coach of
the Year for the women after
she led them to a 12-9 overall
record and 8-1 in the Mid-Con
as they finished second in the
conference.
Senior Brandon Kuhl said
Kramarski is a much better
<:oach than the team has had in
the past.
"The past coach didn't really
care about the team, so it was
hard for us to care," Kuhl said.
"Now we have Rosie; and she
helps the team out because she
motivates the team to do our
best."
The men also shared in the
success of the women as they
were 15-7 overall and 7-3 in
the Mid-Con and took third in
conference.
This year is the last one in
'Yhich the Pantbi.:r~ Will ~9.JP
Pete in the Mid~Ccin, and will
move to the Ohio Valley Conerence next year.
"The teams in the Mid-Con
are becoming stronger," Kramarski s~d.
"But, the OVC is a strong
tennis conference and we will
have the opportunity to meet a
couple of the OVC teams (this
season) and we'll be fortunate
to get to know a little about
them."
The men will be led this season by senior captain Brad
Rozboril. Last season he
played No. 1 singles with a
record of 6-12, and was 8-8 at

No. 1 doubles.
Seniors Dennis Alexander
and Brandon Kuhl also return
to the team. Alexander 'p layed
No. 5 singles and No. 3 doubles last year, while Kuhl
played both No. 3 and 4 singles
and No. 2 doubles.
Being a senior on the team,
Kuhl believes he must take on a
much bigger role and help out
his younger team members.
-"My role is to keep them
motivated and wanting to play,"
Kuhl said. "I also try to coach
them as much as possible
without getting in the way."
"The senior guys want to
come out with a winning season," Kramarski said. "They
are working hard and are taking on the leadership and motivation."
Three freshmen join the
team, with Brad Cook being
the standout.
Cook, from Dunlap High
School in Peoria, qualified for
state all four years Qf high
school and placed 13th in the
state his final year.
"I expect Brad to continue to
play an aggressive style game
at singles and expect him to
stay at the top of the lineup;'
Kramarski said:
The men's team has lost
some and gained some over last
year's team.
"The freshmen lack the
exp._rience we've had in the
past but they do show a lot of
talent," Kuhl said. "In a few
yea&:-& they will be very, very
good."
Evert tltdi.tgli the men are
lacking experience, the women
are at an even greater disadvantage. There are only two
seniors on the team with five
freshmen.
"It's a big difference from
the last three teams because we
were all close in age," senior
captain Stephanie Sullivan
said. "This is new for all of us.
It's a new team for all of us."
Sullivan was 11-5 at No. 6
singles and 6-4 in No. 3 doubles last year. Sullivan knows
what her role is on the team.
Terra Erickson is the other
half of the senior connection,
where she was 10-10 at No. 2

singles and 11-10 in doubles
matches.
The standout freshman for
the women is Adeline Khaw.
from Malaysia, who current!
holds the No. 1 position on the
team. Khaw won the singlet
gold medal in the under-18
Kedah International Tennit
Championships, the silvet
medal in the under-18 1994
Penang Junior Open, and was
doubles champion in the 1993
National Schools Tennis Cham,.
pionships.
"She's an international player who was chosen by her
country and represented her
country well," Kramarski said.
She also said there is pressure
on Khaw because there is
always pressure on whoevet
holds the No. 1 position on a
team.
Kramarski said she anticipates that two other freshme~
Kelli Kuhl and Molly Monge .
will see p1enty of action this
season.
Kuhl ls from Centennial
High School in Champaign and
placed ninth in doubles at the
state tournament. Monge. from
Richwoods High Schoo-l in
Peoria finished seventh in doubles at state.
With all of the youth on the
team, Kramarski does not
believe the women are at a disadvantage.
"We had to do a lot of
recruiting and have a nice bal·
ance between experience and
young talent," Kramarski said.
"The freshmen can learn a lot

fl:otn the senitJi:s:::
· While Kramarski believe1
the men are pretty well off, the
women need a little more work.
"Individually each one has to
continue to improve on their
games," Kramarski said.
"Last'year we definitely had
experience and motivation. If
each one continues to improv
we'll be a much better team."
The focus for the year is to
win the Mid-Con title, but there
is no particular won-loss record
in mind.
"We have to take one match
at a time and our focus is when
Mid-Con Tournament comes
around," Kramarski said.

We're Looking for a few
Good People!

_,.**************

Are you responsible and organized?
Do you have a professional attitude?
Positions available for Fall 1996:
Assistant Office Manager
Mailing / Inventozy Manager
Apply in Person in the
Student Publications Office, MLK Gallery

